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Abstract
The German-born Fredrick Accum (1769-1838), 
lecturer, author, analyst, industrial chemist, technical ex-
pert and trader of chemicals and apparatus was once one 
of the best-known scientists in the United Kingdom. His 
efforts to popularize chemistry and to bring it to people 
of all classes were highly successful as demonstrated 
by the large audiences of men and women that used to 
fill the amphitheater of the Surrey Institution to attend 
his public lectures. His books on chemistry, mineralogy, 
crystallography and the use of gas for public and home 
illumination (of which he was an early promoter) were 
so much appreciated that they were published in several 
editions and translated into various languages. Numerous 
distinguished students learned their practical skills in his 
private laboratory and school.
Despite this considerable success, the very few 
people who might still remember Accum probably owe 
that memory to his famous book from 1820 A Treatise 
on Adulteration of Food and Culinary Poisons. And 
some might also recall the odd events that followed the 
publication of the book, which eventually forced him to 
depart from London forever, the city where he had arrived 
almost three decades before as an assistant pharmacist.
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This paper presents the work and legacy of this 
controversial and once-famous chemist, including a 
description of the events that precipitated his abrupt 
departure from the international scene.
Introduction
In the article “The Past and Future of the History 
of Chemistry Division,” published in Journal of Chemi-
cal Education in 1937, after noting the scientific and 
pedagogical achievements of the once-famous German 
chemist Fredrick Accum (Figure 1), its author, Charles 
A. Browne, states that the latter “suffered the most 
tragic fate that can befall a scientist—that of going into 
sudden oblivion with a clouded reputation” (1). Eighty 
years after publication of that paper, the indifference 
concerning Accum has probably increased. The above-
mentioned journal, for instance, is a good mirror of this 
fading memory considering that all together only seven 
papers have been published in which his name appears. 
Of these publications, only one is entirely dedicated to his 
biography: “The Life and Chemical Services of Fredrick 
Accum,” also by Browne, published in three parts due 
to its length (2).
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Figure 1. Fredrick Accum, 1769-1838 (Courtesy of the 
Edgar Fahs Smith Memorial Collection, Kislak Center 
for Special Collections, Rare Books and Manuscripts, 
University of Pennsylvania).
Accum is not even the main subject of the other 
papers. One of these publications (3) describes the begin-
nings of the study of chemistry in the USA and confirms 
that some of the first American professors were trained 
in London by Accum (including for example Benjamin 
Silliman, Sr., of Yale, William Peck of Harvard and 
James Freeman Dana of Dartmouth). The author of this 
paper also identifies another student, Amos Eaton, whose 
role as a North American botanist, geologist, educator 
and disciple of Silliman, and whose contribution to the 
teaching of modern chemistry was described by another 
writer shortly afterward (4). In Eaton’s private publica-
tion Chemical Notebook for the Country Classroom 
(circa 1820), intended for his students, he indicated the 
books of Accum as additional reading, placing them at 
the same level as the famous Conversations on Chemistry 
(London, 1805) of Jane Marcet. As to the three remaining 
articles they do indeed mention Accum’s work. In one of 
them (5), on the subject of obtaining “silver trees” by the 
reduction of silver salts in solution, the author comments 
on the Arbor Dianae, one of the many experiments in-
cluded in Accum’s Chemical Amusement (London, 1817). 
In another (6), a short paper entitled “Crystal Model 
Kits for Use in the General Chemistry Laboratory,” its 
authors remind us that as early as 1813 Accum developed 
a commercial set of crystal models that accompanied his 
Elements of Crystallography (London, 1813). Finally, a 
paper from 2011 entitled “A Global Perspective on the 
History, Use, and Identification of Synthetic Food Dyes” 
(7) addresses a subject pioneered by the German chemist: 
food adulteration, on which he wrote a seminal treatise.
Still in Journal of Chemical Education Accum is 
also referred to in a news item (8), in two book reviews 
(9, 10) and in a list of paper topics (11). The news item 
announces the donation of Browne’s “outstanding collec-
tion of the works of Frederick (12) Accum” to a library 
of the University of Pennsylvania. The older of the book 
reviews is actually a review of a sales catalog of alchemy 
and chemistry books. The review’s author states that “In 
the galaxy [of authors] are such names as Accum, Al-
bertus Magnus, Basilium Valentinus, Becher, Berzelius, 
Black, Boyle, Cavendish, Dalton, Davy, Faraday…” (9). 
Interestingly, Accum appears also in a list of “Topics for 
Papers in the History of Chemistry.” Amidst 100 topics 
his name is in 97th position. (William Crookes is the last 
one.) Considering that two of these allusions to Accum 
are from 1926, one can imagine they were still an echo 
of the paper by Browne published the previous year.
A search for “Accum” in the Web of Science does 
not prove more fruitful, identifying only seven additional 
papers. Two of them are biographical (13, 14), two others 
are historical (15, 16), and the remaining publications 
are related to food safety (17-19), one of them written 
in Czech (19).
The few citations found in the scientific literature 
referring to the work of Fredrick Accum tend to be bi-
polarized: on one hand we find authors who praise him 
and his work, sometimes even giving him the status of a 
martyr; on the other hand there are those who consider 
that his absence from the history of chemistry is fair and 
understandable. Independently of the opinion that we 
might defend in this discussion, it is a fact that Accum 
was one of the most outstanding chemists during the 
second decade of the nineteenth century. His reputa-
tion, which encompassed laboratory practice, consult-
ing, lecturing (privately and in public) and writing, was 
attested by the multiple editions and many translated 
versions his books have seen. John L. Comstock—the 
first author to introduce chemical formulae to secondary 
school students in the USA (20)—in the preface of his 
Elements of Chemistry (1831), identifies “the authorities 
which have been consulted in the composition” of his 
book, and includes the name of Fredrick Accum among 
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those of luminaries such as Humphry Davy and Michael 
Faraday (21).
Having been such an important figure in the chemi-
cal scene of the early 1800s, his name recognized from 
Europe to the Americas through his many books, why 
did he suddenly vanish? Why did he fall into a “sudden 
oblivion with a clouded reputation” (1)? These are ques-
tions that this paper will address.
Life and Work
The main sources of information on Accum’s life 
and work are Browne’s paper from 1925 (2), comple-
mented by another (22) based on data he acquired in 
Germany in 1930 (where he had the opportunity of 
meeting a great-grandson of the chemist), and Cole’s 
paper from 1951 (13).
Son of a Westphalian soap-boiler of Jewish origin, 
he was born on March 29, 1769, at Bückeburg, close to 
Hanover in Germany, and he received the name of Fried-
rich Christian Accum. Observation of the process of soap 
manufacture at his father’s shop may have inspired him 
to study chemistry as after completing his studies at the 
local secondary school, the young Friedrich started work-
ing as apprentice in Brande’s Pharmacy in Hanover. This 
was made possible through the connection his parents 
had with the Brande family, apothecaries to George III 
of England (who was later also King of Hanover) (23).
The fact that the Brande family had a pharmacy 
in London, a city in which his scientific interests could 
be pursued, prompted him to move there in 1793. In 
his free time as an assistant pharmacist he studied and 
attended lectures at the Hunterian anatomy school (13). 
In this period he met William Nicholson and Anthony 
Carlisle (the two men who in 1800 would discover the 
electrolysis of water), who became his friends and with 
whom he collaborated for several years.
In 1798 Accum wrote his first paper (“On the Light 
Emitted by Supersaturated Borate of Soda, or Common 
Borax”) for the Journal of Natural Philosophy, Chemistry 
and the Arts, that recently had been founded by Nichol-
son (24). Among other subsequent contributions to this 
journal over the next few years, his study on the purity 
of drugs (25) and numerous short notes, such as the oc-
currence of benzoic acid in old vanilla pods (26), paved 
the way to the pioneering treatise on food adulteration 
he would publish in 1820.
At home Accum started conducting experiments and 
giving private tuition. Resident students with full board 
were accepted. Among his many students was William 
Thomas Brande (the son of his former employer), who 
would succeed Humphry Davy as Professor of the Royal 
Institution. For many years Accum’s laboratory would 
be the only one of importance in England where students 
could obtain a practical knowledge of chemistry (2, pt 1).
In 1801 Accum was appointed as assistant chemi-
cal operator in the recently founded Royal Institution, 
almost at the same time that the young Humphry Davy 
was awarded the positions of lecturer in chemistry and di-
rector of the laboratory. Two years later Accum resigned 
from the Royal Institution (coinciding with the resigna-
tion of Count Rumford, one of the founding members of 
the Institution and a supporter of Accum’s appointment).
From 1803 he began a prolific career as an author 
of scientific books and ultimately also started trading 
chemicals, apparatus, specimens, models and portable 
chemistry chests which supported the experiments de-
scribed in his books, and in which they were advertised. 
Printed catalogs also described his apparatus, reagents, 
books, and lessons (27).
One of his many interests was the chemical analysis 
of mineral waters, and he published several papers on 
the subject in Alexander Tilloch’s Philosophical Maga-
zine from 1808 (28). His analytical results show how 
advanced he was in relation to previous studies of that 
kind (2, pt 1). His reputation as an exceptional analytical 
chemist led the inhabitants of Thetford, eager to promote 
the benefits of the local ferruginous waters, to call on his 
services. This association resulted in the construction, 
under Accum’s supervision, of a thermal bath establish-
ment endowed with modern conveniences.
In 1809 he was appointed professor of chemistry 
at the Surrey Institution, an organization dedicated to 
scientific, literary and musical education and research, 
founded in 1807 following the model of the Royal In-
stitution. During seven seasons (1808-11, 1818-20) the 
chemistry course of the Institution was delivered by 
Accum. There his duties were to provide instruction “for 
the purpose of initiating into the principles of chemical 
philosophy those, who possess no previous knowledge of 
it” (16). His consecutive courses showed the relationship 
of chemistry with the phenomena of nature, mineralogy 
and metallurgy, and its application to manufacturing and 
the crafts. From year to year he changed his lectures, 
thus maintaining the interest of a regular audience, for 
whom he also issued a booklet listing the topics present-
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ed. For example, his 
first course (allegedly 
given gratuitously) 
dealt with minerals, 
ores, metals, and their 
analysis (16). In 1810 
he published a com-
panion to his previous 
courses: Manual of a 
Course of Lectures on 
Experimental Chem-
istry and on Miner-
alogy: ... Intended to 
Illustrate the Lectures 
Delivered ... in the 
Theatre of the Surry 
[sic] Institution ... 
(29).
His public lec-
tures became ex-
t remely  popular, 
bringing him a great 
reputation. From that time there is a cartoon depicting 
him lecturing to an audience of both sexes. In the fore-
ground one can see an old man with a book in his pocket 
on which is written “Accum’s lectures” (Figure 2).
Another subject that caught Accum’s great interest 
was the new gas lighting systems. The first public street 
illumination with gas was shown in London in Pall Mall, 
in January of 1807, and some renowned chemists consid-
ered it unsafe, including Humphry Davy. As consultant 
to a new street-lighting company, Accum performed an 
extensive series of experiments that he subsequently 
described in his testimony as chemical expert before 
committees of Parliament. He soon acquired a reputation 
as a coal gas expert and in 1812, when the “Chartered 
Gas-Light and Coke Company” was established, his 
name appeared on the board of directors (2, pt 2).
One of the great qualities of Accum was his capacity 
to foresee the industrial importance of many chemical 
novelties. Gas-lighting and the coal-gas industry are 
important examples, although many others can be found 
including the industrial processing of beet-sugar and 
the practical utilization of the distillate from coal tar, a 
by-product of gas manufacture. The latter would be of 
special relevance a few decades later, considering that 
mauveine, the coal tar derived dye accidentally discov-
ered by William Perkin in 1856, was the origin of the 
British dyes industry (30).
Books
A m o n g  h i s 
many other activities 
Accum was a pro-
lific author of books, 
an activity that he 
pursued to an extent 
that is still impres-
sive by today’s stan-
dards. His first work, 
A System of Theo-
retical and Practi-
cal Chemistry, was 
published in 1803 
(31). This was one of 
the earliest general 
chemistry text-books 
in English present-
ing Lavoisier’s new 
principles (2, pt 2). 
In Section III, “His-
tory of Chemistry,” 
his praise of the great French chemist is still worth read-
ing. In this book, intended for beginners, the attention the 
author gave to the chemistry of the simple phenomena 
of daily life and to that of several crafts (manufacture of 
soap, conversion of wine into vinegar, silvering of mir-
rors, etc.) is quite remarkable.
Between 1804 and 1809 he published two works, 
A Practical Essay on the Analysis of Minerals (32) and 
An Analysis of a Course of Lectures on Mineralogy (33). 
In 1810 the latter would be extended giving rise to his 
Manual of a Course of Lectures on Experimental Chem-
istry and Mineralogy (29) mentioned above.
Accum’s devotion to mineralogy, together with the 
increasing popular interest in natural sciences led him 
to publish in 1813 Elements of Crystallography after 
the Method of Haüy (34), the first of its kind in English, 
also intended for a public with no prior knowledge of 
the subject.
His publication A Practical Treatise on Gaslight 
saw daylight in 1815 (35) and was the very first work 
on the subject of illuminating streets and buildings with 
gaseous hydrocarbons or coal gas. Within three years it 
was printed in four English editions. Like many of his 
books, it is handsomely illustrated, with some plates in 
color (Figure 3). In 1819 he rewrote this treatise, pub-
lishing the new version under the title Description of the 
Figure 2. Thomas Rowlandson’s cartoon of Fredrick Accum in one of his 
public lectures at the Rotunda in the Surrey Institution (Courtesy of the Edgar 
Fahs Smith Memorial Collection, Kislak Center for Special Collections, Rare 
Books and Manuscripts, University of Pennsylvania).
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Process of Manufacturing Coal Gas, for the Lighting of 
Streets, Houses and Public Buildings (36).
Figure 3. Above: Illustration and frontispiece of Accum’s 
A Practical Treatise on Gaslight (London, 1815); below: 
illustration from the French translation Traité Pratique de 
l’Éclairage par le Gaz Inflammable (Paris, 1816). (Courtesy 
of Science History Institute)
In 1816 Accum published A Practical Essay on 
Chemical Re-Agents or Tests Illustrated by a Series of 
Experiments (37), which also had wide dissemination. 
After revision, a new version was published in 1818 as 
Practical Treatise on the Use and Application of Chemi-
cal Tests with Concise Directions for Analyzing Metallic 
Ores, Metals, Soils, Manures and Mineral Waters (38).
The first edition of his extremely popular Chemi-
cal Amusement, Comprising a Series of Curious and 
Instructive Experiments in Chemistry, Which are Easily 
Performed, and Unattended by Danger (39) sold out in 
two months in 1817. The second edition disappeared 
from the bookshops in just one week, and several sub-
sequent editions in English were printed, including one 
in Philadelphia. The translation of his works into other 
languages, especially into French and German, was al-
ready common, but the popularity of this book surpassed 
all his previous publications: it was translated into Italian, 
Spanish and Portuguese in addition to French and Ger-
man. In this work the author described more than 150 
experiments that could be performed at home, providing 
in each case an accompanying theoretical explanation. 
It should be added that while these descriptions are now 
completely out of date, they are still fascinating to read.
In connection with his work related to the ferrugi-
nous waters of Thetford, in 1819 he published the Guide 
to the Chalybeate Spring of Thetford (40). In 1820 he 
published two books dealing with alcoholic drinks: A 
Treatise on the Art of Brewing (41) and A Treatise on the 
Art of Making Wine from Native Fruits (42). A French 
translation of the former was first reprinted in Paris in 
1825 and continued as late as 1853. The latter was as 
popular as many of his previous publications, offering a 
general description of fermentation and the manufacture 
of home-made wines from several fruits. It was printed 
in London as late as 1860 (and in 1851 in the case of 
the French version). During the twentieth century, there 
was a renewed interest in this book in the United States 
due to Prohibition (2, pt 2), which lasted between 1920 
and 1933.
Accum’s continued interest in Food Chemistry led 
him to publish two other books in 1821: A Treatise on 
the Art of Making Good and Wholesome Bread (43) and 
Culinary Chemistry (44). While the first describes the 
chemical composition and nutritive value of different 
types of bread prepared from several cereals, in the sec-
ond book the author explains how to prepare a variety of 
foods. Among other topics, the latter book describes the 
preparation of pickles, vinegar, cured meat, preserves, 
jellies, and marmalades, accompanied by observations 
on the chemical constitution of these products and the 
underlying scientific principles of the respective prepara-
tive processes. Additionally in Culinary Chemistry there 
are interesting remarks on the origin of some foods (tea, 
coffee, etc.) as well as historical details, for instances 
on eating habits in ancient civilizations. The book also 
includes a section on kitchen fire-places and cooking 
utensils. Curiously, on page 17 (first edition) the differ-
ence between an epicure and a glutton is presented (!).
An important feature of Culinary Chemistry is the 
author’s intention to show that culinary processes such as 
boiling, baking, roasting, stewing, frying and preserving 
are all chemical transformations. In the preface one may 
read (44, pp iii-iv):
The following pages are intended to exhibit a popular 
view of the philosophy of cookery, to enable the read-
er to understand the chemical principles, by means of 
which alimentary substances are rendered palatable 
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and nutritious. The subject may appear frivolous; but 
let it be remembered that it is by the application of 
the principles of philosophy to the ordinary affairs 
of life, that science diffuses her benefits, and perfects 
her claim to the gratitude of mankind.
The art of preparing good and wholesome food is, 
undoubtedly, a branch of chemistry; the kitchen is 
a chemical laboratory; all the processes employed 
for rendering alimentary substances fit for human 
sustenance, are chemical processes …
In this book, Accum also calls the attention of his read-
ers to the fact that the inappropriate preparation of food 
is a common cause of disease. Examples include the de-
nunciation of recipes from contemporary cooking books 
that described procedures including boiling greens with 
verdigris (basic copper acetate) to improve their color 
(p 4), or the inappropriate use of copper cooking uten-
sils (pp 331ff).
Also in 1821 his Dictionary of the Apparatus and 
Instruments Employed in Operative and Experimental 
Chemistry was published (45).
“Death in the Pot”
In the first page of the preface of his A Treatise on 
Adulterations of Food, and Culinary Poisons (46), pub-
lished in January 1820 (with a second edition in April), 
Accum wrote (p iii):
This Treatise, as its title expresses, is intended to 
exhibit easy methods of detecting the fraudulent adul-
teration of food, and of other articles, classed either 
among the necessaries or luxuries of the table; and to 
put the unwary on their guard against the use of such 
commodities as are contaminated with substances 
deleterious to health.
The first book of its genre ever published, this publica-
tion appeared after a quarter of a century of enormous 
developments in chemistry (which actually could fa-
vor both the contamination of food and the detection 
of contaminants). It also introduced the domain of food 
chemistry, predating other authors’ publications by ap-
proximately a quarter of a century. This is certainly Ac-
cum’s most famous book but it may also have contrib-
uted to his downfall by creating enemies. 
Figure 4. Left: cover of the first English edition of A Treatise on 
Adulterations of Food and Culinary Poisons. Above: The biblical 
quotation “There is death in the pot,” with somewhat different 
imagery, was moved onto the title page in the second English edition. 
Note that the citation of the verse is given incorrectly on the cover of 
the first edition: it is in chapter 4 of 2 Kings, not chapter 6. 
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In this text Accum not only exposed fraudulent prac-
tice and toxic contamination in food and drink, providing 
methods for their detection, but he also identified several 
traders who had been convicted of fraud, including drug-
gists and grocers who had supplied illegal ingredients. 
Among the many food adulterations and contaminations 
of that time one can identify the following examples: 
the use of alum for whitening bread (p 134), addition of 
potassium bicarbonate to beer to conceal the effects of 
acetic fermentation (204), the use of sulfuric acid for for-
tifying vinegar (311), the addition of copper compounds 
for coloring pickles (pp 306ff), vermilion (mercurous 
sulfide—which in turn was often adulterated with red 
lead, Pb3O4) for coloring confectionary products (315f), 
sugar of lead (lead acetate) for sweetening poor quality 
wine (109), starch for thickening cream (313f), spices 
which contained floor sweepings (300), etc.
The cover of Accum’s treatise (Figure 4) is, to say 
the least, peculiar: at the top it shows a skull and below 
it one can read the biblical quotation “There is Death 
in the Pot” (2 Kings 4:40); in the center it displays a 
cobweb with a spider attacking with its fangs a fly; and 
surrounding the entire composition there are twelve 
snakes entwining their tails. With such imagery, it is not 
surprising that the book contains clear moral judgments. 
For instance, Accum writes (pp 15f)
The man who robs a fellow subject of a few shillings 
on the high-way is sentenced to death; while he who 
distributes a slow poison to a whole community, 
escapes unpunished.
The treatise, popularly known as “There is Death in 
the Pot” (a nickname that was also given to its author), 
immediately became a best seller. It sold 1000 copies of 
the first edition in one month, and this led to a second 
edition in 1820 and two further editions by 1822. The 
book was also published abroad, in several languages. 
It immediately attracted the attention of the press, which 
published many reviews (both in favor and against). In 
the 1920s, Browne alleged that “in all probability [it is] 
the most extensively reviewed book upon chemistry ever 
written” (2, pt 2).
If identification of fraudulent practitioners was not 
enough to create enemies, Accum intensified their hostile 
response to the second edition by adding (pp x-xi):
To those who have chosen anonymously to transmit 
to me their opinion concerning this book, together 
with their maledictions, I have little to say; but they 
may rest assured, that their menaces will in no way 
prevent me from endeavouring to put the unwary 
on their guard against the frauds of dishonest men, 
wherever they may originate; and those assailants 
in ambush are hereby informed that in every suc-
ceeding edition of the work, I shall continue to hand 
down to posterity the infamy which justly attaches 
to the knaves and dishonest dealers, who have been 
convicted at the bar of the Public Justice of rendering 
human food deleterious to health.
The Fall
Before the end of 1820 Accum found himself unex-
pectedly involved in a scandal that ultimately would force 
his permanent departure from the UK, which may have 
taken place between December 23, 1820, and beginning 
of April, 1821. Seventeen years after his escape, the text 
of Accum’s London obituary described in a very clear 
and concise way the incidents of 1820 (47):
… his career was prematurely closed by its having 
been discovered that, to save himself the trouble 
of transcription, he had mutilated many valuable 
books at the latter establishment [Royal Institution’s 
library].
As a sequel to this unfortunate episode, after an 
initial trial for robbery had failed to condemn Accum, the 
managers of the Royal Institution turned to the alternative 
accusation of mutilating property, a charge of which they 
expected a successful prosecution. The trial was sched-
uled for April 5, 1821. In January 1821, Accum’s friends 
published a public letter in the London Times, addressed 
to the president of the Royal Institution, in an attempt to 
persuade him to withdraw the charge. Probably the men-
tor responsible for this unsuccessful act was Sir Anthony 
Carlisle. On April 5 Accum failed to appear at the court 
and apparently no one knew his whereabouts. By that 
time he probably had already secretly left the country.
Upon his return to his native Germany in 1822, 
he obtained a double position as Professor of Techni-
cal Chemistry and Mineralogy at the Royal Industrial 
Institute and as Professor of Physics, Chemistry and 
Mineralogy at the Royal Academy of Construction, in 
Berlin. His final book, published in 1826, Physische und 
Chemische Beschaffenheit der Baumaterialen, a work 
in two volumes on building materials, was written as 
a supporting text for his new activity in Berlin. Accum 
continued his career as Professor until his death on June 
28, 1838.
In the UK, the status of Accum had definitely 
changed to persona non grata. In 1824 one of his former 
publishers omitted the author’s name from the title page 
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of a reprint of his dictionary on chemical apparatus (45). 
In later years Accum seemed to accept this situation and 
either wrote anonymously, or published under the pseud-
onym of Mucca (the letters of his name in reverse order).
Conclusion
Fredrick Accum, one of the most remarkable chem-
ists working in the UK in the early nineteenth century, in 
contrast to other famous chemists, for example Humphry 
Davy or William Hyde Wollaston, two of his contempo-
rary London colleagues, did not leave a consensual mark 
on the official history of chemistry. To some perhaps, he 
did not leave any mark at all.
It is certainly true that Accum did not make any 
important contributions to pure chemistry. Yet some of 
his vast experimental research and his capacity to foresee 
the industrial relevance of chemical and technical novel-
ties should be enough to ensure him some recognition. If 
that is not totally guaranteed, his mercantile inclinations 
(including selling chemicals and apparatus, renting ac-
commodation with full board to his disciples at his private 
school or giving remunerated scientific consultancy) may 
have played a role. And to the list of negative influences 
in Accum’s career we might also add the enemies he pro-
voked by the publication of the Treatise on Adulterations 
of Food and, above all, the book scandal from which he 
ultimately suffered.
Mercantile activities were certainly not well regard-
ed within the context of the normal public chemistry of 
that time, largely determined by Davy’s behavior which 
set the model of the disinterested and free chemist (48). 
From the critical viewpoint of Davy, Accum was con-
sidered to be “a cheat and a Quack” (49) although this 
appreciation deserves to be regarded with some caution 
as it is well known that Sir Humphry’s comments about 
colleagues could be quite scornful (49; 48 p 246). Nev-
ertheless, in Accum’s defense it should be remembered 
that some of the aspects related to his alleged mercenary 
behavior were not unprecedented. Regarding the accep-
tance of private students paying full board, the chemist 
Thomas Thomson implemented a similar procedure in 
Glasgow (48). In selling articles publicized in his books 
he was not alone either. In William Henry’s book An 
Epitome of Chemistry (London, 1800), the author adver-
tises two different portable chemical chests: “Invented 
by William Henry and sold by him at his laboratory in 
Manchester,” giving their description and prices (50). In 
regard to commercial consultancy, some might consider 
he was also a pioneer in that respect.
It is recognized that Accum did a great deal of work 
as a pedagogue and disseminator of chemistry, both 
orally and in written form. Browne, a great advocate of 
this idea, stated that “no author understood better than 
Accum the practical appeal of chemistry to the popular 
mind and his books acted towards this appeal both as 
stimulus and a response” (2, pt 2). At the other extreme, 
others claim that he “leant conspicuously towards the 
scissors-and-paste school of literary production” (51). 
His books at least were written in an elegant English and 
the explanations are clear and concise. Additionally they 
are beautifully illustrated.
As to his A Treatise on Adulteration of Food, which 
from any point of view is a milestone in the history of 
the defense of public health, one might say it appeared 
too soon as the UK only implemented legislation a few 
decades later. John Mitchell’s Treatise on the Falsifica-
tions of Food, and the Chemical Means Used to Detect 
Them, published in 1848 (52), and the work of the 
physician, chemist and microscopist Arthur Hill Has-
sall contributed to this change. In 1851, together with 
the Analytical Sanitary Commission, Hassall initiated 
a series of investigations and, like Accum, made public 
the names of firms who sold adulterated foods (53). At 
the time the situation was no better than that exposed by 
Accum thirty years before. Most of the samples of coffee, 
bread, cayenne pepper and candies that were analyzed 
were adulterated or contaminated with toxic heavy metal 
salts. These results provided grounds for the introduction 
of the Adulteration Act of 1860, which unfortunately 
proved to be of limited effectiveness. Eventually in 1875 
the Sale of Foods and Drugs Act was passed, which, with 
the subsequent amendments, proved to be an effective 
law against frauds in food and drink (54).
Lastly, a further comment should be included about 
Accum’s mutilation of books, which apparently did 
indeed take place. In view of the nature of the act little 
can be said in his defense but Browne, his only effective 
biographer so far, notes that “these faults, however, were 
the result of thoughtlessness, or neglect, and not of natural 
depravity,” adding that (2, pt 3)
… those who knew Accum were aware that he was 
singularly indifferent in the treatment of his own 
books and never hesitated to despoil them of leaves 
if it suited his conveniences. Some of his friends 
believed that, in the almost childish simplicity of his 
character, he would treat the books of other people in 
a similar way without any intention or consciousness 
of wrong doing.
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Contrary to the strong statement of Browne that 
Accum went into “sudden oblivion with a clouded reputa-
tion” (1) we only can speak of an almost total forgetful-
ness in the last eight decades. Accum’s reputation was in 
fact quite weakened when he disappeared from England 
in 1821 but in what concerns a real oblivion this would 
take more than one century to happen.
Even if the assessment of his effective contribu-
tion to the development of chemistry is not an easy task 
(especially if one bears in mind prevailing prejudices, 
such as the belief that his disappearance from the public 
scene helped to strengthen the concept of pure chemistry, 
devoid of any commercial interests (51)), it is now time 
to recognize his scientific and technical skills and his 
contribution to popularizing chemistry. The man and 
the scientist surely deserve a deeper comprehensive and 
unbiased biography.
Nice to have met you Mr. Accum!
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2019 Is International Year of the Periodic Table
The United Nations General Assembly and its Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) have declared 2019 to be the International Year of the Periodic Table. Why 2019? It is the 
150th anniversary of Dmitri Mendeleev’s first periodic table. For more information, see www.iypt2019.org.
The declaration was the initiative of the Mendeleev Chemical Society (Russia). Several international 
scientific organizations are serving as founding partners, including the International Union of Pure and 
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP), and the Eu-
ropean Chemical Society (EuChemS). Many national chemical societies, including ACS are sponsors.
An opening ceremony will take place on January 29 at the UNESCO House in Paris (www.iypt2019.
org/opening-ceremony). An international symposium titled “Setting their Table: Women and the Periodic 
Table of Elements” will be held at the University of Murcia, Spain, February 11-12 (www.iypt2019women.
es/scientific_topics.php). The Fourth International Conference on the Periodic Table, Mendeleev 150, is 
scheduled for July 26-28 in St. Petersburg, Russia (mendeleev150.ifmo.ru). 
The ACS divisions of the History of Chemistry and Inorganic Chemistry are organizing a sympo-
sium on the history of the periodic table for the Fall 2019 National Meeting of ACS, set for San Diego, 
California, August 25-29. 
